Request for Proposal, 17MCO524
In response, refer to
RFP No. 17MCO524 Addendum 1 (one) with Questions and Answers
June 16, 2017
Gentlemen/Ladies:
Please note that there has been a change made to the original request for proposal. The
following information shall be amended from the coordinating page as follows:
PAGE 3
Contents of the proposals will remain confidential until the contract is awarded. At that time
the contents will be made public under the Texas Public Information Act; except for any portion
of a proposal which has been clearly marked as a trade secret or proprietary data (the entire
proposal may not be so marked). Proposals will be opened, and the name of the firm
submitting the proposal read aloud, acknowledged, at 10:05am on Friday June 30, 2017
December 16, 2016, in the Purchasing Department Conference Room located in the Midland
County Courthouse, Suite 1101. All respondents or other interested parties are invited to
attend the opening.
Please note that the following information was unintentionally omitted from the original RFP
and is hereby added:


Feature: Judge Mute
The judge mute feature is a button displayed on all tabs of the AMX touchscreen. When
executed, all microphone inputs are muted and the bench microphone on the judge’s
bench that is normally muted is unmuted. All speakers except for the ones over the
judge’s bench output a soft pink noise to create a privacy bubble around the bench. The
only output that should be active during this time is the court reporter’s headphone
through the court reporter mix, so she may document what is being said.



Feature: Video Kill
This feature allows the judge to kill (display the county seal/mute input audio) all
audio/video inputs that are currently being displayed on the displays at that time.
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Feature: Court Reporter Mix
The court reporter mix is an exact copy of the regular mix, but it is a separate mix to
allow the court reporter to adjust volumes to their outputs going to their recorders and
headphones.


Court reporter RDL (Radio Design Labs) headphone amp Model # ST-SH2..STICK-On.
Proposer will provide one per courtroom as part of your proposed system.



Two touch screen AMX panels per courtroom.
There are two touch screen AMX model panels that are placed at the court reporters
desk and the judges bench. Both panels are to function identically with the exception
that the judge cannot access the court reporter mix tab on the screen. The proposed
system should match the look, feel and functionality exactly as viewed during the
mandatory onsite walkthrough.
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Questions have been asked according to the instructions of the RFP and are hereby answered.
1. Are the floor pockets staying?
No, the floor pocket should be replaced to reflect the design as shown during the mandatory
onsite walkthrough. Providing a full size XLR patch that is not connected to the floor pocket
to eliminate the possibility of breakage.
2. Are the existing jury voir dire microphones staying?
All microphones that exist are staying and we are not adding or replacing microphones.
3. What are you using for hearing assist?
We are currently utilizing a Williamson Sound IR based hearing assist solution and those
items will not be replaced however, the existing product will need to be integrated into the
proposed solution.
4. Will the RFP consider alternatives provided that vendor completely meets all system
specifications?
No
5. On page 3 of the RFP, the date that proposals will be acknowledged is 10:05am on Friday
December 16, 2016. What is the correct date of acknowledging proposals?
The correct date of acknowledging proposals is Friday June 30, 2017. Please see the
correction to this paragraph on page 1 of this Addendum.
6. The RFP mentions spare parts. Are those to be included in the proposal, and if so, what
parts and how many?
Spare parts are to include all parts that will be provided in the project. This should be a price
list only. This will allow the county to know how much each piece would cost to replace in
case of failure and warranty expiration or the even an additional piece needs to be added.
Additionally, the quantity of on-hand spare parts will be at the vendors discretion and based
on ability to meet the service level agreement that has been proposed.
7. RFP lists two audio DSP’s, but there is no mention of amplifiers or speakers. Are we
reusing the existing amps and speakers or should we figure new?
We are reusing the existing amp and speakers. The amp is QSC Direct 70V Amplifier CX108V.
8. Can you provide drawings of the existing and new rooms showing room size, location, amp
rooms, etc?
The building drawings for County Courts at Law and District Courtrooms are attached to this
Addendum as ATTACHMENT A. The County Courts at Law and District Courtrooms are
identical. The Commissioner’s Courtroom is attached to this Addendum as ATTACHMENT B.
9. There is no mention of microphones, locations, number, etc. Should we reuse the existing
mics or quote new?
All microphones that exist are staying and we are not adding or replacing microphones.
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10. It’s my understanding that there 4 court rooms that need to be updated. How many court
rooms are being updated?
Four courtrooms will be updated with the specifications of this RFP.
11. What are the court room #’s and how do you identify each?
The courtroom numbers are given by the court number assigned by the state, as well as the
Commissioner’s Court. The courts are identified by that number/name. At this time, Midland
County will identify the specified courtrooms at the time the vendor has been awarded the
RFP.
12. When will we receive the addendums for the project?
No later than Tuesday June 20, 2017.
13. Which floors are the court rooms located on?
The Commissioner’s Court is on the 1st floor; the other courtrooms are between the sixth
floor and the tenth floor.
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ATTACHMENT A

ATTACHMENT B

